The ontogeny of the rabbit brain glucose transporter.
We investigated the presence of three specific types of glucose transporters (GT) within the rabbit central nervous system during various developmental stages. Employing the Hep G2/brain-type insulin-insensitive and the insulin-responsive (IRGT; adipocyte/skeletal muscle type) GT antibody and cDNA, we studied protein and mRNA within the whole brain (25-, 27-, and 30-day-old fetus; 1-, 5-, 10-day-old neonate; and adult), using cultured neuronal and glial cells, by Western and Northern blot analysis. Similarly, using the insulin-insensitive human fetal skeletal muscle-type (GLUT-3) GT cDNA, we characterized this mRNA by Northern blot analysis. Additional confirmation of cell specificity was sought by performing immunohistochemical staining on the neuronal and glial cells to detect the specific type of GT protein. We observed a developmental regulation of brain-type GT within the whole brain, the peak abundance of protein and mRNA occurring in the adult, followed next by the fetus. No IRGT was detected within the whole brain at any stage of development. Contrary to the brain-type GT mRNA, GLUT-3 mRNA was found to be most abundant in the 10-day-old neonate and adult, followed next by the early neonate, with little in the fetus. Within isolated brain cell cultures, the mRNAs for the brain- and GLUT-3-types of GTs were abundantly present within glial cells, with considerably lesser amounts noted within the neurons. IRGT, on the other hand, revealed rather weak mRNA bands in both glial and neuronal cells. Western blotting revealed a brain type of GT protein within the glial cells alone; the neuronal cells for the most part were devoid of both the brain-type and the IRGT proteins. Further immunohistochemical staining confirmed the definite presence of the brain-type GT within the glial cells, with slight immunoreactivity observed within the neurons. Additionally, no significant IRGT immunoreactivity was observed within either cell type. We did not study the GLUT-3 type of immunoreactivity within neurons and glia. We conclude that both the Hep G2/brain and the GLUT-3 types, and not the IRGT, are developmentally regulated within the whole brain. Further, the Hep G2/brain and the GLUT-3 types of GTs are distinctly present within glial cells, with none to minute amounts present within the neurons. No IRGT protein is observed within the whole brain and the two cell types. These results suggest a differential expression of specific GT types within the neuronal and glial components of the brain.